Smart Klaus

SK THT
Smart Klaus for quality assurance
in THT assembly
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Computer-supported processes in THT assembly:
Mount and check in one working step
Smart Klaus SK THT guarantees quality in THT assembly, even during the
mounting process itself. It checks each work step in real-time and
immediately provides a warning if an error has occurred.
This means that you can correct errors before they entail costs and the
production can be free from errors, relaxed and safe.

Your benefits at a glance

Avoiding waste, reworking and complaints
Using quality assurance right from the mounting process ensures that only error-free products are further
processed. This eliminates the need to correct or scrap incorrectly mounted products, as well as complaints
based on mounting errors.

The latest and correct test instructions are always used and observed
Even in High-Mix Low-Volume (HMLV) manufacturing, it is easy to mix up product versions and variants. Using

the Smart Klaus SK THT ensures that such mix-ups can be reliably detected and the right product is mounted

The products and product variants that are to be assembled are
digitally stored in the Smart Klaus SK THT. This also includes the criteria based on which the Smart Klaus SK THT checks that each work step

is carried out correctly. This data forms a collection of intelligent test
instructions.

A camera is attached above the working area and Smart Klaus SK THT
uses this for live monitoring of the mounting process.

A screen in the worker‘s field of vision shows a live image on which all

of the component positions are marked with a red frame. As soon as a

every time.

Production expertise is increasingly being digitalised, and can be quickly and easily distributed
The expertise that is required for quality assurance is digitally stored in the SK THT‘s inspection programmes.

This can effortlessly be transferred to other SK THT workstations – even at other sites. This reduces the training
times, and the quality assurance is standardised right across the company.
Productivity increases while the error rate decreases
Routine work is monotonous and onerous for people, and is therefore prone to errors. This is precisely why
the Smart Klaus provides ideal support for people. This is because it carries out even routine tasks, regardless
of how it feels on the day, always with consistent speed and precision.

component has been mounted correctly, the red frame changes colour
to green.

In the case of a mounting error (e.g. incorrect component, incorrect

installation position), an error message appears instead of this and the
worker is prompted to correct the error.

The range of applications of SK THT
The Smart Klaus SK THT is designed to be used in the electronics industry in the field of manual mounting where
reliable quality assurance is required right from the production process.

The digital inspection programmes can be quickly and easily created by the administrator of Smart Klaus SK
THT. High-performance AI algorithms and CAD import interfaces minimise the work required for this.
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Functions
Erweiterungsmöglichkeiten

Teaching in using a „golden board“

Inspection

A correctly mounted PCB is positioned below the camera

The Smart Klaus SK THT inspects each individual

ministrator marks the components to be inspected and

field of vision shows a live image on which all of the

inspection. If this does not involve AI operators, the

As soon as a component has been mounted correctly,

The procedure for the quality check is easily defined

If an error is detected, the Smart Klaus SK THT immedia-

on the Smart Klaus SK THT and photographed. The ad-

mounting step in real-time. A screen in the worker‘s

assigns the operators that are required for the

component positions are marked with a red frame.

parametrisation is supported by assistants.

the red frame changes colour to green.

graphically by dragging connecting lines between the

tely prompts the worker to correct this.

operators.

Teaching in via a CAD import
A correctly mounted PCB is positioned below the ca-

Warning in the event of errors

mera on the Smart Klaus SK THT and the associated

If required, known errors (e.g. incorrect component,

SK THT uses this to calculate the position of the com-

provided with an instruction to correct them (e.g.

data is imported from the CAD system. The Smart Klaus

incorrect installation position) can be taught in and

ponents on the image recorded by the camera and

Rotate the component).

creates a component list based on this. On this compo-

nent list or on the live image, the administrator clicks
on the components to be inspected. The Smart Klaus

SK THT uses this information to create an inspection pro-

gramme that can still be changed manually, if required.

Teaching in by demonstrating once

Multiple uses

The administrator positions an unmounted PCB below

To teach in the inspection programmes, the Smart

mounted component-by-component and an image is

to check PCBs with multiple uses, in all of the descri-

the camera on the Smart Klaus SK THT. The PCB is then

captured after every mounting step. The Smart Klaus
SK THT uses this sequence of images to create an
inspection programme that can still be changed manu-

Klaus SK THT offers various, simple options. If you want

bed cases, it is sufficient to teach in just one nest of
depanelled PCBs and to define the number of nests.

ally, if required.
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Technical Data
Lighting

Image processing computer

The lighting is designed for an easy attachment to typical industrial aluminium profiles.

Dimensions (L x W x H):

510 x 445 x 150 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H):

1,200 x 800 x 140 mm (without camera holder)

Weight:

15 kg

Weight:

15 kg

Power supply range:

110-230 V, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption:

70 W

Power consumption:

max. 1,500 W inclusive peripheral devices

Luminous flux:

ca. 7,000 Lumen

Protection:

10 A at 230 V, 16 A at 110 V

Illuminance on the work surface:

ca. 2,500 Lux

Processor:

AMD Ryzen 7 5800x

Light colour:

6,000 K (cold white)

RAM:

16 GB

Hard disk:

2 x 512 GB, configured as RAID 1

Operating system:

Windows 10 LTSC 2019

Monitors
Operating panel:

2 x RJ45 GigaBit
6 x USB 3.2
2 x USB 3.2 Typ-C
2 x USB 2.0

External connections:

4 switched cold device socket
(C13, total max. 1,000 W)

18,1 MPixel (4.912 x 3.684 Pixel)

Framerate:

21 fps at full resolution

Anti-reflective and chemically hardened

Screen size:

12 inches

Resolution:

1,920 x 1,080 pixel

Touch technology:

Projected capacitive, 10-Punkt Multi-Touch (mit Handschuh bedienbar)

Control Monitor:

Camera
Resolution:

Surface:

Field of view and detection accuracy
The camera‘s field of view and detection accuracy depends on the working distance and focal length of the lens used. The

Screen size:

29 inches

Resolution:

2,560 x 1,080 Pixel

Camera with lens
LED area lighting

specified values for the field of view apply to a working distance of 1,200 mm. The values for the detection accuracy are
empirical values from practical experience in which Smart Klaus operates reliably in typical industrial environments.
Below this, the values that can be achieved under ideal environmental conditions are given in brackets.
Focal length:

16 mm

12 mm

Field of view:

320 x 240 mm

640 x 480 mm

0.6 mm
(0.06 mm)

1.3 mm
(0.1 mm)

Recognition accuracy:

Other focal lengths are available on request.

8.5 mm
960 x 720 mm
2.0 mm
(0.2 mm)

3.5 mm
2.240 x 1.680 mm

Control screen

Operating panel
with swivel arm

4.5 mm
(0.4 mm)

Image processing
computer

The adjacent figure includes optional accessories.
The assistance system is available with or without work table.
All components can also be easily mounted on existing work tables.
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Optimum datamanagement solutions GmbH
Neureuter Straße 37a
76185 Karlsruhe
Phone.: +49 721 570 44 95-0
Fax: +49 721 570 44 95-5
Web: www.optimum-gmbh.de
E-Mail: sales@optimum-gmbh.de
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